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DIVIDE AND CONQUER:

There are many crises – demanding different solutions
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(Pedersen & Ritter, 2020)

DIVIDE AND CONQUER:

There are many crises – demanding different solutions
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(Pedersen & Ritter, 2021)

LIBERATE STRATEGY & INNOVATION:

Infuse leadership into autonomy

(Ritter, Pedersen & Sørensen, 2017)
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(Pedersen & Ritter, 2020)

EXPERIMENT & PREPARE:

Project your strategy towards the future

1. What position can you attain during 

and after the pandemic?

2. What is your plan for bouncing back?

3. How will your culture and identity 

change?

4. What new projects do you need to 

launch, run, and coordinate?

5. How prepared are you to execute 

your plans and projects?
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PREPAREDNESS
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EXPERIMENT & PREPARE:

Project your strategy towards the future

LIBERATE STRATEGY & INNOVATION:

Infuse leadership into autonomy

DIVIDE AND CONQUER:

There are many crises – demanding different solutions

NEW – REINFORCED – ILLUSTRATED:

We need to move forward
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Scholarly Article

The Future of B2B Customer Solut ions in a
Post -COVID-19 Economy: Manager ial
Issues and an Agenda for Academic Inquiry

Edward U. Bond III1, Ad de Jong2, Andreas Egger t 3 ,
Mark B. Houston4, Michael Kleinaltenkamp5 , A jay K. Kohli6,
Thomas Rit ter 2, and W olfgang Ulaga7

Abst ract

Customer solutions have been touted as the next service-growth engine. Yet, pursuingasolutions strategy can seriously backfire

in times of severe crises. The massive economic shock wave brought on by the recent COVID-19 pandemic challenges some of

the presumed advantages of business-to-business customer solutions and reveals downsides of these complex offerings to which

academics and managers alike may have given insufficient attention. This editorial focuses on goods-centered companies’ recent

foray into the solution business and the pressingmanagerial questions regarding the evolution of solutions as the world begins to

emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic. Based on the key characteristics of solution offerings, we identify seven potential

downsides of customer solutions that are revealed by the current global crisisand develop promising research avenuesmirroring

these challenges. In each area, we propose three illustrative sets of research questions that may guide scholars and provide

insights to practitioners for positioning solution businesses in the post-COVID-19 “next-normal” world.

Keywords

COVID-19 pandemic, customer solutions, performance-based contracting, servitization

The unprecedented crisis triggered by the coronavirus pan-

demic hasleft companiesaround theglobestruggling to protect

employees, maintain operations, prevent supply-chain break-

downs, safeguard cash flows, and serve customers. Travel

restrictionsand social distancing measureshavecreated serious

hurdles for solution providerswho deliver customized and inte-

grated combinations of goods and services to customers. The

difficulties are especially acute for firms that enter into con-

tracts guaranteeing customers certain end results or outcomes.

For example, information technology solution providers—who

customize and integrate hardware, operating systems, applica-

tion software, and ongoing service/support—often guarantee

customers certain capacities, uptimes, and service response

times. While outcome-based contracting and performance-

based solutions have been touted as the next service-growth

engine, such strategies can seriously backfire in times of crises

when customer operations stand idle. Solutions that should

have locked in predictable recurring revenues and profits may

instead overburden providers with unforeseen risks, high fixed

costs, and sharply lower revenues. Similarly, customers who

rely on service-intensive solutions sourced from providers may

find themselves stranded because of supply-chain disruptions

experienced by providers.

As customer investments grind to a halt, solution projects

are postponed, and budgets are dramatically reduced, solution

providers must rethink service-growth strategies designed in a

pre-COVID-19 world. The massive shock and subsequent eco-

nomic crisisbrought on by thepandemic challenge someof the

presumed advantages of business-to-business (B2B) customer

solutions. They reveal downsides of thesecomplex offerings to

which academics and managers alike may have given insuffi-

cient attention. While solutions can take different forms, we

focuson those that reflect acombination of goodsand services

provided by, for example, firms that strategically transform

their traditional goods-centric business model into one that is

service-centric—that is, servitization (Raddats et al. 2019).
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Preparing Your Business for a Post-Pandemic World (HBR.org): https://hbr.org/2020/04/preparing-your-business-for-a-post-pandemic-world

Assessing Coronavirus’s Impact on Your Business Model (HBR.org): https://hbr.org/2020/04/assessing-coronaviruss-impact-on-your-business-model?ab=hero-subleft-2

Workbook: https://research.cbs.dk/en/publications/the-impact-of-the-corona-crisis-on-your-business-model-workbook

Video: https://cbs.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=5ac06562-7228-40d9-95eb-ab8e00b5960d

Coronavirus: A Catalyst for Entrepreneurship: https://theconversation.com/the-coronavirus-crisis-a-catalyst-for-entrepreneurship-135005?utm_medium=amplinkedin&utm_source=linkedin

Managing through a crisis: Managerial implications for business-to-business firms (IMM): https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0019850120305514

Analyzing the impact of the coronavirus crisis on business models (IMM): https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0019850120303084

Preparing For A New Area of Work (CMR): https://cmr.berkeley.edu/2021/01/preparing-for-a-new-era-of-work/

Alignment Squared (book): https://research.cbs.dk/en/publications/alignment-alignment-squared-driving-competitiveness-and-growth-thL
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All the best for your strategy and innovation initiatives
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